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We propose two-dimensional materials as targets for direct detection of dark matter. Using
graphene as an example, we focus on the case where dark matter scattering deposits sufficient energy
on a valence-band electron to eject it from the target. We show that the sensitivity of graphene to
dark matter of MeV to GeV mass can be comparable, for similar exposure and background levels,
to that of semiconductor targets such as silicon and germanium. Moreover, a two-dimensional
target is an excellent directional detector, as the ejected electron retains information about the
angular dependence of the incident dark matter particle. This proposal can be implemented by
the PTOLEMY experiment, presenting for the first time an opportunity for directional detection of
sub-GeV dark matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) is
currently the dominant theoretical paradigm for dark
matter (DM), and has guided experimental search efforts
in recent decades. Direct detection experiments, which
search for DM-nucleus collisions, are currently targeting
the WIMP parameter space [1–7]. However, null results
from these searches motivate renewed consideration for
a broader range of DM models. One possibility involves
DM particles below the ∼GeV scale, which arise in a va-
riety of theory scenarios [8–21]. Current direct detection
experiments lose sensitivity to sub-GeV DM because the
nuclear recoil energy is too small to be detected. How-
ever, DM with mass below a target nucleus deposits a
greater fraction of its kinetic energy on an electron than
a nucleus, making electrons a favorable target for light
DM detection.
Consider the case of MeV-scale DM, which carries
about an eV of kinetic energy, enough to excite atomic
electrons after scattering [22]. The first limits on such
processes have been set using data from the Xenon10 ex-
periment [23], with recent work extending this analysis
to Xenon100 [24]. The energy gap for electronic exci-
tations in noble gases is ∼10 eV, which places a lower
bound on the DM mass that can be probed with these
methods. However, a smaller energy deposit can up-
scatter valence electrons in semiconductors with band
gaps ∼1 eV [22, 25]. As a result, semiconductor tar-
gets are more sensitive to DM in the 1–10 MeV mass
range [26, 27]. Superconducting targets with ∼meV en-
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ergy gaps are capable of reaching ∼keV masses [28, 29].
This Letter proposes an alternative approach using
two-dimensional (2D) materials as targets. In this setup,
an incident DM particle can deposit sufficient energy on
a valence electron to eject it from the target. The energy
and direction of the recoiling electron is then directly
measured with a combination of position measurements,
time-of-flight, and energy deposition in a calorimeter.
This is in contrast to scattering in bulk targets, where
the scattered particle (nucleus or electron) produces sec-
ondary excitations before measurement [2, 26, 27, 30],
erasing the initial directional information in the scatter-
ing. Using 2D targets, DM masses down to the MeV
scale can be probed if the energy required to eject the
electron is a few eV.
Most importantly, 2D targets allow one to measure
the direction of the incoming DM because the differen-
tial cross section for the outgoing electron is peaked in
the forward direction. The lattice structure of the target
can even yield diffraction patterns in the electron angu-
lar distribution for certain kinematics. Directional detec-
tion has long been recognized as a powerful tool in the
study of DM, both as a discriminator against background
sources and also because it leads to a daily modulation
of the signal rate [31]. There are currently no feasible
proposals for directional detection of sub-GeV DM [32],
making the use of 2D targets a powerful tool in push-
ing sensitivities to lower DM masses. We will describe a
potential experimental realization using the PTOLEMY
experiment [33].
II. DARK MATTER SCATTERING IN
GRAPHENE
As a concrete example of a 2D target, we focus on
monolayer graphene, which is especially convenient be-
cause analytic solutions for the electron wavefunctions
in the tight-binding approximation are tractable due to
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2the symmetries of the lattice [34]. We compute the DM
scattering rate here, and in Section III we show that the
direction of the scattered electron retains a strong direc-
tional correlation with the DM direction.
Monolayer graphene consists of carbon atoms arranged
in a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice. The distance
between neighboring carbon atoms is a = 0.142 nm. The
lattice is built from two distinct triangular sub-lattices.
Four out of the six electrons of a carbon atom are va-
lence electrons, occupying (2s)(2p)3 orbitals.1 The 2s
orbital becomes ‘hybridized’ with the in-plane px and py
orbitals, such that the energy eigenstates (called σ bonds)
are linear combinations of 2s, 2px, and 2py. The out-of-
plane pz orbitals remain unhybridized and form covalent
bonds, called pi. We outline the important features of
the unhybridized pi electron wavefunction here, relegat-
ing further details and a discussion of the σ electrons to
Appendix A.
Within the tight-binding model, we approximate the
wavefunction by a sum over nearest neighbors, corre-
sponding to four lattice sites. The Bloch function for
a pi electron is given by
Ψpi(`, r) ≈ N`
φ2pz (r) + eiϕ` 3∑
j=1
ei`·Rj φ2pz (r−Rj)

(1)
for lattice momentum ` = (`x, `y) ∈ BZ in the Brillouin
zone. Here, N` is a normalization constant, Rj are the
nearest-neighbor vectors, and ϕ` is an `-dependent phase.
We take a hydrogenic orbital for the 2pz wavefunction of
carbon,
φ2pz (r) = N a−3/20
r
a0
e−Zeffr/2a0 cos θ , (2)
where a0 is the Bohr radius and N is the normalization.
The effective nuclear charge Zeff ' 4.03 is chosen to fit
the numerical solution for the overlap between adjacent
2pz orbitals. The Fourier transform of Eq. (1) is
Ψ˜pi(`,k) = N`
(
1 + eiϕ` f (` + k)
)
φ˜2pz (k), (3)
where k is the momentum conjugate to r, f(` + k) =∑3
j=1 e
i(`+k)·Rj is a sum of phase factors, and the Fourier
transform of the atomic orbital is well-approximated by
φ˜2pz (k) ≈ N˜ a3/20
a0 kz(
a20 |k|2 + (Zeff/2)2
)3 (4)
with normalization N˜ .
Analytic forms for the σ electron wavefunctions are
also possible to derive, but are more complicated than
1 The core 1s electrons have binding energies of several hundred eV
and contribute negligibly to the scattering rate.
their pi counterparts because the coefficients of the ba-
sis orbitals must be computed by diagonalizing a 6 × 6
Hamiltonian. The pi (σ1) electrons have binding energies
∼0–6 (13–18) eV.
If the scattered electron is ejected from the material
after scattering, then its final-state wavefunction is well-
modeled by a plane wave [35]. The initial-state wave-
function corresponds to an electron in any of graphene’s
four valence bands. The cross section for a DM particle
of mass mχ and initial velocity v to scatter off an elec-
tron in band i = pi, σ1, σ2, σ3 with lattice momentum ` is
then
v σi(`) =
σ¯e
µ2eχ
∫
d3kf
(2pi)3
d3q
4pi
|FDM(q)|2
∣∣∣Ψ˜i(`,q− kf )∣∣∣2
× δ
(
k2f
2me
+ Ei(`) + Φ +
q2
2mχ
− q · v
)
, (5)
where −Ei(`) is the band energy, me is the electron mass,
kf is the final electron momentum, q is the momentum
transfer (i.e., the outgoing DM has momentum mχv−q),
and µeχ is the DM-electron reduced mass. Note that q
and kf are independent scattering variables since the ini-
tial bound-state wavefunction is an energy eigenstate but
not a momentum eigenstate, with Fourier components at
all k values. For the same reason, Eq. (5) contains only a
single delta function enforcing energy conservation, with
no corresponding delta function for momentum conser-
vation. Φ ' 4.3 eV is the work function of graphene [35],
defined as the energy difference between the Fermi sur-
face and the vacuum.2 Following Ref. [22], we define
σ¯e ≡
µ2eχ
16pim2χm
2
e
|Meχ(q)|2
∣∣∣
q2=α2m2e
, (6)
with |Meχ(q)|2 the spin-averaged amplitude, to be the
scattering cross section for DM off a free electron with
q = αme. The momentum dependence of the ma-
trix element is then absorbed into the DM form factor
FDM(q) = |Meχ(q)|/|Meχ(αme)| . We do not include
the so-called Fermi factor, which enhances the rate at
low recoil energies due to the distortion of the outgoing
electron wavefunction by the Coulomb field of the nu-
cleus. This factor is significant for bulk materials, but
negligible for a 2D material for two reasons: the ionized
electron energy must be high enough to overcome the
work function, and the ionized electron travels single-
atom distances and thus spends little time in the vicinity
of the nucleus.
To obtain the total rate per unit time and detector
mass, we must integrate Eq. (5) over all ` ∈ BZ and all
2 The work function is not an intrinsic property of graphene, and
can be manipulated with a suitable choice of substrate; see e.g.,
Ref. [36].
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FIG. 1: (left) Differential rate for a 100 MeV DM particle scattering off an electron in graphene with σ¯e = 10
−37 cm2 and
FDM(q) = 1. The solid black line denotes the total rate, while the dashed lines show the contributions for electrons in the
individual pi and σ bands. For comparison, the differential rate for germanium, taken from Ref. [26], is shown in gray; the band
denotes the variation due to scattering off the 4s or 4p valence electron. (right) Expected background-free 95% C.L. sensitivity
for a graphene target with a 1-kg-year exposure (black). Also plotted are the analogous curves for germanium [26] with 1-
electron (solid purple) and 5-electron (dashed purple) thresholds including the variation due to 4s/4p bands, and exclusions
from Xenon10 and Xenon100 [24] (shaded gray). We consider both heavy-mediator exchange, which leads to FDM(q) = 1, and
light-mediator exchange, FDM(q) = (αme/q)
2 (inset).
incoming DM velocities, then sum the contributions from
the four valence bands:
R = 2
∑
i=pi,σ1,2,3
ρχ
mχ
NCAuc
∫
d2`
(2pi)2
d3v g(v) v σi(`) ,
(7)
where g(v) is the lab-frame DM velocity distribution,
Auc = 3
√
3a2/2 is the area of the unit cell, NC ' 5 ×
1025 kg−1 is the density of carbon atoms in graphene,
and ρχ ' 0.4 GeV/cm3 is the local DM density [37]. The
factor of two in Eq. (7) accounts for the degenerate spin
states in each band.
The kinematics of the scattering process dictate that
there is a minimal DM velocity required to eject an elec-
tron of momentum kf from the target via a momentum
transfer q:
vimin(`, kf , q) =
Eer + Ei(`) + Φ
q
+
q
2mχ
, (8)
where Eer ≡ k2f/2me. We assume the Standard Halo
Model (SHM) [38] for g(v), with v0 ' 220 km/s [39] and
vesc ' 550 km/s [40] (relative to the Galactic frame).
For an electron at the Fermi surface with Ei(`) = 0,
the minimum q needed for vmin = 782 km/s, the largest
possible lab-frame DM velocity in the SHM, is qmin '
1.6 keV. Comparing this with the inverse atomic spacing
2pi/a ' 8.7 keV, we see that all kinematically allowed
scattering is localized to only a few unit cells, with most
confined to a single one. We have verified numerically
for the pi band that the nearest-neighbor approximation
made in Eq. (1) is sufficient.
Approximating the SHM velocity distribution as
isotropic, g(v) = g(v), Fig. 1 (left) shows the differential
scattering rate for a 100 MeV DM particle. The total rate
(solid black line) is comparable to that for a germanium
target (gray band). The contributions from the individ-
ual pi and σ electrons are indicated by the dashed lines.
Although electrons in the lowest two σ bands contribute
the least at low recoil energies, they dominate at higher
recoil energies. This is because the σ1,2 bands are mostly
2s and therefore have a larger spread in momentum.
In the right panel of Fig. 1, we show the 95% one-
sided Poisson C.L. expected reach (3.0 events) after 1-
kg-year exposure of a graphene target, assuming a zero-
background experiment. The reach is plotted for form
factors of both heavy and light mediators, FDM(q) = 1
and FDM(q) = (αme/q)
2, respectively. For comparison,
we show the expected sensitivity of a germanium tar-
get [26] (with silicon performing similarly [27]). As is
evident, graphene can be competitive with the reach of
semiconductor targets over the ∼MeV–GeV DM mass
range, depending on the threshold energy.
III. DIRECTIONAL DETECTION
In a 2D material, DM can scatter electrons directly
into the vacuum without additional interactions. The
electrons retain information about the initial direction
of the DM, making 2D targets especially suitable for di-
rectional detection. In particular, the structure of the
atomic orbitals implies that the outgoing electron is pref-
erentially emitted in the direction of the incident DM.
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FIG. 2: Example angular distributions for DM masses 10 MeV (dashed) and 10 GeV (solid) in a DM stream with vstream =
550 km/s in the lab frame. (left) Polar distribution of the final-state electron when the stream is oriented perpendicular to
the graphene plane and points in the zˆ direction of cos θ = 1, for Eer = 1 eV. (right) Azimuthal distribution of the final-state
electron when the stream is oriented parallel to the graphene plane and points in the yˆ direction of φ = pi/2. The results are
shown for electron recoil of Eer = 1 (74) eV for the 10 MeV (10 GeV) masses.
In Eq. (5), the momentum-space orbital is evaluated at
k = q−kf , and the appearance of |k|2 in the denomina-
tor of Eq. (4) means the rate is maximized when q is as
small as is kinematically allowed and kf is parallel to q.
3
Solving the δ-function in Eq. (5) then enforces that kf
is parallel to v for these kinematics. Identical arguments
hold for the wavefunctions in the other bands.
To illustrate this behavior, we consider the angular
distribution of the scattered electron in graphene for
the case of a dispersion-less DM stream with g(v) ∝
δ (v − vstream) with vstream = 550 km/s, for streams nor-
mal and parallel to the graphene plane. The intuition
afforded by these examples applies to generalized veloc-
ity distributions, which can always be broken down into
parallel and normal components. A large stream veloc-
ity was chosen to make the azimuthal diffraction pattern
more apparent, but the presence of the forward scatter-
ing peak is completely independent of the magnitude of
the DM velocity.
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the polar angular de-
pendence of the scattering cross section for a DM stream
normal to the plane, in the zˆ direction. The curves are
plotted for Eer = 1 eV for two DM masses, 10 MeV and
10 GeV. As anticipated, the differential rate is largest for
forward scattering. Forward scattering is less favored for
heavier DM because the minimum kinematically-allowed
q is smaller and the numerator of the pi wavefunction
φ˜2pz (q−kf ) is suppressed when q ∼ kf (see e.g., Eq. (4)).
This may allow some rudimentary form of mass discrim-
ination based on the ratio of forward to backward scat-
3 Note that |kf |  |q| for typical kinematics [25], so the maximum
and minimum values of |q − kf | are typically the same order
of magnitude, leading to O(1) differences in the forward versus
backward rates.
tering rates.
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the azimuthal depen-
dence of the scattering cross section for a DM stream
oriented parallel to the graphene plane, pointing in the
yˆ direction (φ = pi/2). Again, the electrons are prefer-
entially emitted in the same direction as the stream, for
both 10 GeV and 10 MeV DM masses. The heavier DM
curve is plotted for kf = 2pi/a ' 8.7 keV (Eer ' 74 eV).
A diffraction pattern is discernible in the angular distri-
bution, arising from the interference between wavefunc-
tions of neighboring carbon atoms. The diffraction pat-
tern is washed out if the velocity dispersion of the stream
is greater than ∼25 km/s, but the scattering remains
peaked in the forward direction. For the lighter DM,
kf ∼ 2pi/a cannot be achieved at an appreciable rate,
so the differential distribution is shown for kf = 1 keV
(Eer ' 1 eV). While no diffraction pattern emerges for
recoil momenta small compared to the inverse lattice
spacing, a broad forward-scattering peak persists. For
streams in different in-plane directions, the shapes of the
forward-scattering peak and the secondary peaks change,
but the general features remain the same.
We emphasize that, for the directional information of
the ejected electron to persist, the electrons must exit
the monolayer without significant rescattering. Thus, a
DM stream in the plane of the material should eject elec-
trons at a sufficiently large angle from the plane, restrict-
ing the phase space for directional detection. For 50 eV
electrons emitted at greater than 10◦ from the plane,
we estimate the angular spread due to rescattering to
be σφ ∼ 10◦, with σφ decreasing for higher energy elec-
trons. This is comparable to the width of the secondary
diffraction peaks, but well below the width of the central
forward-scattering peak, so we expect some diffraction
structure to remain visible if there is a significant DM
stream component.
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FIG. 3: A graphene FET consists of a graphene ribbon grown on a substrate and connected to a source and drain (left). The
FET plane will be double-sided, separated by two insulating layers and a bottom gate electrode. Top gate electrodes will provide
the ∼ −100 V needed to accelerate ejected electrons away from the electrodes and back towards the graphene planes. Multiple
graphene FETs can be arranged into a single pixel (center) with interdigitated source and drain. The proposed experiment
consists of stacked arrays of graphene sheets, where each sheet (right) consists of many individual pixels and is supported at
the corners as shown in the diagram.
Two-dimensional targets naturally allow for forward-
backward discrimination of the DM direction, leading to
a daily modulation in the event rate. In particular, the
experiment can be oriented such that the DM wind is
nearly normal to the graphene planes twice a day, once
parallel and once antiparallel. In the proposed experi-
mental configuration described in Section IV below, for-
ward and backward electrons can be distinguished us-
ing a double-sided graphene pixel. Simulating the full 3-
dimensional DM velocity distribution g(v) in the SHM,
we find the rate in the forward direction is approximately
a factor of 2 larger than in the backward direction for DM
masses from 10 MeV to 10 GeV. A daily modulation can
be established at 95% confidence with only ∼70 signal
events, assuming zero background [41].
IV. CONCEPTUAL EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We now outline a conceptual experimental design,
along with a discussion of single-electron backgrounds.
The experiment consists of pixelated graphene sheets,
each grown onto a substrate, that are monitored
for the ejection of an electron by virtue of the
graphene/substrate system acting as a field-effect tran-
sistor (FET) [42–45]. To obtain sufficient target mass in
a compact volume, the graphene sheets are stacked and
separated by vacuum. When an electron is ejected from
a pixel, an electric field drifts it either towards another
FET within the detector volume, or towards a calorime-
ter at the boundary of the detector. The combination
of the position reconstruction of the electron and time-
of-flight is sufficient to reconstruct the (fully directional)
velocity of the ejected electron, with the energy measure-
ment in the calorimeter providing an additional check on
the kinematics.
The PTOLEMY experiment [33] can realize this pro-
posal with up to 0.5 kg of monolayer graphene, yielding
competitive sensitivity to semiconductor targets. The
primary goal of PTOLEMY is to detect electrons emitted
from a tritium-loaded graphene surface after the capture
of cosmic relic neutrinos. If instead of holding tritium,
the experiment is run using bare graphene surfaces, it is
also sensitive to electrons ejected by DM scattering.
A. Detector configuration
The primary benefit of using a 2D target is that the
scattered electron is ejected from the material into vac-
uum, at which point its trajectory can be manipulated by
electric fields. The particular choice of graphene as the
target is advantageous because the addition or removal
of single electrons can cause measurable changes in the
conductivity of graphene [42–45]. For example, the ad-
hesion or desorption of molecules from graphene at room
temperature causes single-electron changes in the local
carrier density that manifests as a measurable change in
resistivity [42]. At cryogenic temperatures, the resistivity
change increases by an order of magnitude compared to
room temperature, with even greater resistivity change
possible by engineering the graphene-substrate system to
open up a meV band gap [46]. As another example, car-
bon nanotube FETs can detect changes due to single elec-
trons in their vicinity, again through changes in their con-
ductivity [45]. Therefore, we imagine that each graphene
“pixel” is coupled to a substrate in a FET configuration,
so that the gate of the FET gets toggled whenever an
electron is ejected, allowing one to identify that the pixel
produced a hit. The same pixel FET may be used to
6detect incoming as well as outgoing electrons, allowing
a coincidence measurement. We will require a coinci-
dence measurement in exactly two FETs (or one FET
and the outer calorimeter) for signal candidates, which
will mitigate backgrounds from single FETs as well as
from high-energy events which will trigger many FETs
at once.
An example of the graphene FET is shown in the left
panel of Fig. 3. Multiple FETs can be combined into a
single pixel (Fig. 3, center) with source and drain inter-
digitated to maximize the area covered by graphene. A
finite ∼meV band gap in the graphene will greatly in-
crease the on/off current ratio of the FET. This can be
achieved via interactions with the substrate or with a rib-
bon structure. The FET is back-gated to the neutrality
point at the center of the band gap to minimize leakage
across the source-drain. For high purity graphene, the
number of charge carriers in the channel is highly sup-
pressed at low temperatures. A single electron charge on
the finite electrical capacitance of the ribbon produces
a voltage step that increases the conductivity of the rib-
bon by many orders of magnitude, causing a macroscopic
amount of charge to flow between source and drain. The
conduction across the source-drain, configured as an in-
terdigitated capacitor, is read out at regular intervals and
then reset. The only dead time in this setup is during
FET readout, though each individual pixel is single-fire
until readout. Note that the dark count from source-
drain leakage in such a setup is negligible, as a slow volt-
age decay should easily be distinguishable from the sharp
drop resulting from a change in conductivity. The work
function of graphene also helps to suppress dark count
from ejected electrons.
Achieving a sufficient target volume of ∼0.5 kg of
graphene requires 1010 cm2 of surface area. To fit inside
a compact volume, the surface area should be divided
into pixelated sheets (Fig. 3, right) stacked in an array
and supported at the corners with epoxy or a similar
material.4 For pixel areas of 1 mm2, 104 pixels per sheet
(wafer), and vertical separations of ∼mm in zˆ, the entire
target volume can fit inside a ∼103 m3 space. In a prelim-
inary study, we have explored electric field configurations
that allow for efficient electron transport in this compact
volume. We show a conceptual design in Fig. 4 (left).
In the innermost detector volume, we impose an electric
field which is mostly normal to the sheets to repel elec-
trons from the conducting planes and direct them back
into neighboring pixels in the same plane. A potential
difference of 100 V, corresponding to a maximum E-field
of 100 V/mm, is sufficient to repel electrons of energy
less than 100 eV. In the detector volume closer to the
boundary, we impose an electric field which is mostly
parallel to the sheets to direct electrons to a calorimeter
at the boundary. The calorimeter offers the additional
4 A similar modular design has been used in PANDA-X III [47].
advantage of being able to measure the electron energy;
a full design would optimize between the two detection
modalities to ensure that the maximum kinematic infor-
mation is kept for each event. The outermost volume is
fiducialized in order to reduce backgrounds. This setup is
reminiscent of a time-projection chamber (TPC), which
is the technology of choice for current directional detec-
tors [32]. In a TPC, secondaries of the scattering interac-
tion are drifted through a gas target towards a segmented
anode, where they are detected. Our proposal is similar,
however the primary electron is now deflected to the de-
tection site through vacuum.
B. Directionality
In the setup we have described, a daily modulation of
the count rate is essentially automatic, with no spectral
or velocity information required. The reason for this is
that in a double-sided pixel FET, electrons scattered up-
ward from the top FET will escape to vacuum, while elec-
trons scattered upward from the bottom FET will hit the
substrate and are vetoed due to lack of a coincident hit
in either another FET or the calorimeter. The reverse is
true for electrons scattered downwards. Over the course
of a day, the direction of the DM wind changes relative to
the graphene sheet. If the DM wind is oriented along the
zˆ-direction of the experiment (the upward-pointing nor-
mal to the graphene planes), a coincidence signal will pri-
marily be seen from the top FET layers where electrons
can escape to vacuum. Twelve hours later when the ori-
entation is reversed, a coincidence signal will primarily be
seen in the bottom FET layer. The top and bottom layer
are separated by a grounded electrode and there should
be no cross-talk between the two layers. Thus, forward-
backward discrimination of the electron (or ‘head-tail’
discrimination [32]), a key feature of a DM signal, is in-
herent in this design. As described in Section III, we
have simulated this effect incorporating the full velocity
distribution of the SHM, and found that the forward rate
is approximately twice as large as the backward rate for
DM masses from 10 MeV to 10 GeV. The ratio of top-
layer FET rates to bottom-layer rates should track this
modulation.
A more refined determination of the DM’s direction
can be achieved if the pixel FET response is fast enough
compared to the electron drift time to obtain time-of-
flight information. The electrons are nonrelativistic, with
speeds on the order of 106–107 m/s, corresponding to
drift times of ∼ns, which are feasible to achieve with
graphene FETs. Information on the directionality of
the signal provides a powerful discriminant against back-
grounds, and also opens the possibility of mapping the
local DM phase space directly. For electrons in the
inner volume, full 3-dimensional reconstruction of the
initial velocity can be obtained by knowing the coor-
dinates of the starting and ending pixels (Fig. 4, cen-
ter), as well as the time of flight ∆t. As a simple ex-
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FIG. 4: A conceptual design for graphene directional detection. The left panel illustrates a cut-out of the stacked volume of
graphene sheets that form the detector. For graphene sheets in the inner detector volume, scattered electrons follow a “FET-
to-FET” trajectory (center panel). In this case, an electron in the center of the detector is repelled from the layer above by
a perpendicular E-field and drifts ballistically to a neighboring pixel (orange squares). For graphene sheets near the detector
edges, electrons follow a “FET-to-calorimeter” trajectory (right panel). In this case, an electron near the outside of the detector
is drifted by a parallel E-field to a segmented calorimeter. A full design of the experiment would combine the FET-to-FET
and FET-to-calorimeter modalities in an optimal way. To reduce background contamination, one can only consider scattering
events from within a fiducialized volume (denoted by the black lines, left panel), ignoring events that originate on the outermost
sheets in the detector volume (gray lines).
ample, in a configuration with purely normal E-field,
the vertical velocity vz can be determined from solving
∆z = − 12me eE(∆t)2 + vz∆t, where we require ∆z = 0
for the electron to start and end on the same layer, as
shown in the sample trajectory in Fig. 4 (left). Since the
electron drifts ballistically in x and y, time-of-flight gives
vx = ∆x/∆t and vy = ∆y/∆t. The electron energy can
be recovered from the initial velocity vector, depending
on the relative uncertainties of the three velocity compo-
nents; a full analysis of the velocity and energy resolution
requires a dedicated simulation.
For electrons in the outer volume (Fig. 4, right), 3-
dimensional velocity reconstruction is also possible, with
the energy measurement from the calorimeter replacing
the time-of-flight measurement. We expect to be able to
achieve ∼ 1 eV energy resolution by scaling up existing
measurements for single-IR photon counting [48], which
has demonstrated resolutions of 0.29 eV for a 0.8 eV sin-
gle photon. Alternatively, lower calorimeter resolution
with a pixelated FET array instrumented on top of a low
dark-current cryogenic CCD array may be acceptable if
combined with the higher resolution information from the
FET-to-FET time-of-flight.
In order to prevent rescattering of the primary elec-
tron, the whole experiment must be in a high-vacuum
environment. A pressure of 2× 10−7 torr corresponds to
a mean free path for electrons of roughly 500 m, which is
more than sufficient for a ∼10 m×10 m×10 m target vol-
ume where electron trajectories are expected to be ∼cm
in length. We expect this vacuum level to be techni-
cally feasible during the assembly of the target volume,
as KATRIN has already achieved 10−11 torr in a 1042 m3
volume [49]. Each FET plane will be vacuum sealed on
top and bottom during assembly, similar to the method
described in Ref. [50]. The large vacuum volume is rel-
evant for the regions outside of the sealed planes at the
boundaries of the target volume. The target will be kept
at cryogenic temperatures and have no line-of-sight vac-
uum trajectories from the outer vacuum region to the
sealed FET planes. Residual gas backgrounds will be
cryopumped to the outer boundaries of the fiducialized
volume. We expect the quality of the vacuum inside the
target volume to be sufficient to operate the experiment
for prolonged exposure periods without having to reopen
the target.
C. Overburden
With an area per plane of 106 cm2, the overburden
of cosmic-ray muon flux is an important concern for
dead-time associated with a cosmic-ray veto. The instru-
mented target is designed to have no more than a percent-
level fill factor of support material, mostly epoxy or a
similar material to support the graphene sheets at the
corners as shown in Fig. 3 (right). The remainder of the
target volume will be highly sensitive to charged particles
entering the volume, and therefore the electric field re-
gions that control the conductivity of the graphene FETs,
including the regions between the vacuum-separated top
gate electrode and the graphene and underneath the
graphene with the insulator-separated bottom gate elec-
trode, will be active regions for cosmic-ray vetos. With
an overburden of roughly 3 km or greater, as would be
the case for an underground lab like Gran Sasso or SNO-
LAB, the total flux of muons across the entire graphene
target falls below 10−1 s−1 [51]. With a finite readout
time of the FET planes, this rate would introduce less
than 1% of dead-time depending to a lesser extent on
the size of the fiducialized volume used in the veto.
D. Single-electron backgrounds
Any incident particle with sufficient energy to eject
a valence electron can in principle pose a background.
One of the primary backgrounds for such an experiment
comes from environmental radioactivity, which can be
mitigated by shielding, cryopumping, and the use of ma-
terials of high radiopurity with specialized fabrication
8techniques [47, 52]. In particular, the substrate can be
a source of radioactive backgrounds, but this can be
minimized by using an atomically thin substrate with
atomic-layer depositions of aluminum oxide, or a thicker
substrate with fewer radioisotopes. Many of the stan-
dard techniques used to control such backgrounds in cur-
rent direct detection experiments will be efficient here
as well, because the experimental design acts as an ef-
fective three-dimensional volume. For example, highly
energetic products from radioactive decays may traverse
multiple graphene layers, knocking out several electrons.
This would be recorded as a multiple-scatter event, which
can be vetoed. A background event ejecting only a single
secondary electron in the outermost layers of the target
volume would be more difficult to distinguish from sig-
nal. However, fiducialization of the volume can aid in
reducing such contributions.
We expect the main irreducible background to be 14C
decay in the graphene. The landmark work on isotope en-
richment used in 1991 for the Borexino experiment to as-
sess the content of 14C in methane in natural gas achieved
levels of . 1.6 × 10−18, relative to 12C [53]. Accelerator
mass spectroscopy during the fabrication process may be
able to reduce the 14C fraction from the 10−18 achieved
by Borexino to 10−21 [54]. Graphene grown with cold
plasma techniques developed at the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory with . 10−21 levels of 14C will leave
∼104 atoms of 14C in the 0.5 kg of graphene, with a half-
life of 5700 years. This translates into roughly 1-2 events
per year assuming no veto, which is already at a negli-
gible level. However, further reduction is expected with
veto power, which may be necessary should the required
radiopurity be difficult to achieve.
To understand the expected veto efficiency, we have
completed a GEANT4 [55, 56] simulation of the inter-
action of the 14C beta with a 0.34 nm thick graphene
sheet. We find that outgoing betas emitted at angles
above ∼ 10◦ from the plane of the graphene deposit less
than 2–10 eV independent of the beta energy, which could
result in a secondary electron with kinetic energy below
5 eV being emitted. We estimate the veto efficiency as
a function of the 14C beta energy to be highly efficient
above 1 keV, and therefore, the background is suppressed
by ∼10−2 from the veto, which further reduces the con-
tribution from 14C. This could also be combined with a
cut on the electron energy to veto these low-energy secon-
daries. However, betas emitted nearly coplanar with the
sheets may deposit significant amounts of energy, and
will likely pose an irreducible background, highlighting
the need to achieve radiopurity of 10−21.
The general arguments presented here are meant to
demonstrate the feasibility of our experimental proposal.
A more detailed design is currently under development,
along with a careful consideration of single-electron back-
grounds.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This Letter presents a proposal for directional DM de-
tection with 2D targets. If sufficient energy is deposited
by the DM scattering, the electron can be ejected from
the target and detected on another graphene sheet or in
a calorimeter. The electron retains information about its
recoil direction, which is in turn correlated with the in-
coming DM direction. For a graphene target, this setup,
which can be implemented by PTOLEMY, can probe
DM down to MeV masses. The reach is comparable to
that for semiconductor targets, with the added benefit of
directionality. Further improvement can be made by low-
ering the graphene work function. Other 2D materials,
such as monolayer gold [57], could be similarly powerful.
Advantageously, the same experiment can also be used
to detect nuclear recoils, similar to proposals that have
been made for the ejection of carbon ions from nan-
otubes [58, 59]. Only ∼20 eV of energy is needed to
eject a carbon atom from the graphene sheet (and slightly
more to eject an ion) [60]. The ion can either be detected
calorimetrically or by monitoring the conductivity of the
graphene (see e.g., [43, 44]). This would enable the same
experimental setup to probe nuclear scattering down to
∼GeV DM masses.
Lastly, 2D materials with a small band gap, such as
graphene, may be sensitive to DM as light as the warm
DM limit of ∼keV masses. While small energy gaps and
large target electron velocities have already been shown
to allow superconductors to probe keV DM [28, 29], this
target also exhibits a large optical response. Supercon-
ductors are thus limited in their sensitivity to scattering
processes mediated by dark photons [29]. As a result, a
material like graphene, with a weaker optical response,
can be highly complementary to a superconducting tar-
get. We leave a detailed study of 2D targets for detection
of keV–MeV DM for future work.
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9Appendix A: Electron Wavefunctions
This Appendix reviews the calculation of the analytic
forms for the pi and σ electron wavefunctions in graphene
in the tight-binding approximation, which are needed for
the determination of the scattering rate in Eq. (5) of the
main text. Our discussion follows Chap. 2 of Ref. [34]
closely and we refer the interested reader there for a more
comprehensive introduction.
The tight-binding Bloch wavefunction for an electron
located on sub-lattice γ with periodic lattice momentum
` = (`x, `y) is
Φγ(`, r) =
1√
N
∑
N
ei`·RN φs (r−RN ) , (A1)
where the sum runs over N lattice sites s with position
RN . In practice, we only sum over nearest-neighbor sites.
For example, if the coordinate system is centered at an
A site in the unit cell (open circle in left panel of Fig. 5),
then the nearest neighbors consist of three B sites (solid
circles) located at R1,R2, and R3. The Bloch wavefunc-
tions are then
ΦA(`, r) = φA (r) (A2)
ΦB(`, r) =
3∑
j=1
ei`·RjφB(r−Rj) .
Electrons in the pi band are in the 2pz atomic orbital
of carbon. Therefore, φA(r) = φB(r) = φ2pz (r) because
the A and B sites are both identical carbon atoms. The
hydrogenic orbital for a 2pz electron in carbon is
φ2pz (r) = 3.23 a
−3/2
0
r
a0
e−Zeffr/2a0 cos θ , (A3)
with a0 the Bohr radius. We take the effective charge
Zeff ' 4.03 to reproduce the nearest-neighbor overlap
s = 0.129 [34]. The wavefunction for a pi electron in
graphene is therefore
Ψpi(`, r) = CA(`) ΦA(`, r) + CB(`) ΦB(`, r) , (A4)
where CA,B are constants that depend on `. In the fol-
lowing, we will suppress their ` dependence for notational
simplicity. This wavefunction must satisfy
H Ψpi = Epi(`) Ψpi , (A5)
where H is the crystal Hamiltonian and Epi is the en-
ergy of the pi-band electron. Defining the vector C =
(CA, CB), Eq. (A5) can be rewritten as
HC = Epi(`)SC . (A6)
Here, S is the overlap matrix
Sγγ′ = 〈Φγ(`, r)|Φγ′(`, r)〉 , (A7)
which becomes
S =
(
1 sf(`)
sf(`)∗ 1
)
(A8)
for the pi electrons. The overlap between nearest-
neighbor atomic orbitals is
s =
∫
d3r φ∗2pz (r)φ2pz (r−Rj) = 0.129 . (A9)
Additionally, f(`) is the phase factor
f(`) = ei`·R1 + ei`·R2 + ei`·R3 (A10)
= ei`xa + 2e−i`xa/2 cos
(√
3`ya
2
)
,
where a = 0.142 nm is the nearest-neighbor distance.
Similarly, the transfer matrix H is defined in terms of
the crystal Hamiltonian H as
Hγγ′ = 〈Φγ(`, r)|H |Φγ′(`, r)〉 , (A11)
and can be written as
H =
(
2p tf(`)
tf(`)∗ 2p
)
, (A12)
where the transfer integral t is
t =
∫
d3r φ∗2pz (r)H φ2pz (r−Rj) = −3.03 eV . (A13)
By convention, the 2p orbital energy is set to the refer-
ence value 2p = 0.
The energy eigenvalues are obtained by solving
det [H− Epi(`)S] = 0. The result is
Epi(`) =
2p ± t|f(`)|
1± s|f(`)| , (A14)
where the plus sign corresponds to the valence pi band
and the minus sign corresponds to the conduction pi∗
band. The corresponding eigenvectors are
C(`) =
1√
2
(
1
±eiϕ`
)
, with ϕ` = − arctan
(
Imf(`)
Ref(`)
)
.
(A15)
Thus, the complete expression for the pi wavefunction is
Ψpi(`, r) = N`
(
ΦA(`, r) + e
iϕ` ΦB(`, r)
)
, (A16)
where N` is a normalization constant. For our rate calcu-
lation, we must also consider the σ electrons, which are
in a superposition of the 2s, 2px, and 2py orbitals. Since
these orbitals are even under reflection in the graphene
plane while the 2pz orbital is odd, there is a super-
selection rule forbidding the pi band from mixing with
the σ bands, and we can diagonalize the σ electrons sep-
arately. To obtain the energies and wavefunctions for
the σ electrons, we follow a similar procedure as for the
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FIG. 5: (left) Graphene is comprised of two triangular carbon sub-lattices, which are illustrated by the open and solid circles.
The lattice vectors a1,2 are indicated by the red arrows, and the nearest-neighbor vectors R1,2,3 are shown in purple. The gray
diamond depicts the unit cell. The nearest-neighbor distance is a = 0.142 nm. (right) The valence-band diagram for graphene,
as determined from the procedure outlined in the Supplementary Material. The Brillouin zone is shown in the inset, with the
high-symmetry points Γ, K, and M labeled.
pi electrons. However, the calculation is now more in-
volved as the transfer and overlap matrices are 6 × 6
when written in the
(
2sA, 2pAx , 2p
A
y , 2s
B , 2pBx , 2p
B
y
)
ba-
sis. For example, the AA sub-matrices are
SAA =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 and HAA =
 2s 0 00 2p 0
0 0 2p
 ,
(A17)
where 2s = −8.87 eV is the energy of the 2s orbital
relative to 2p = 0. The BB sub-matrices are identical to
Eq. (A17). The AB sub-matrices are more complicated:
for the overlap matrix, we have
SAB =
 Sss Sspx Sspy−Sspx Spxpx Spxpy
−Sspy Spxpy Spypy
 , (A18)
with elements
Sss = Sss
(
ei`xa + 2e−i`xa/2 cos
(√
3`ya
2
))
Sspx = Ssp
(
−ei`xa + e−i`xa/2 cos
(√
3`ya
2
))
Sspy = −i
√
3Ssp e
−i`xa/2 sin
(√
3`ya
2
)
Spxpx = −Sσ ei`xa +
(3Spi − Sσ)
2
e−i`xa/2 cos
(√
3`ya
2
)
Spxpy =
i
√
3
2
(Sσ + Spi)e
−i`xa/2 sin
(√
3`ya
2
)
Spypy = Spi ei`xa +
(Spi − 3Sσ)
2
e−i`xa/2 cos
(√
3`ya
2
)
.
The elements of the AB transfer matrix, HAB , can
be constructed by replacing S → H and S → H in
Eq. (A18).
Table I shows the numerical values of the transfer
and overlap matrices used in our calculation. Sss, Sσ,
and Spi are taken from Ref. [34]. Because the graphene
plane breaks spherical symmetry, the Zeff used in the
2pz orbital need not be the same as for the other or-
bitals. For self-consistency, we choose the values of Zeff
for the 2px/2py and 2s orbitals separately to reproduce
the values for Sσ and Sss in Table I: Z
2px/2py
eff ' 5.49 and
Z2seff ' 4.84. This fixes the functional form of all valence
orbitals:
φ2px(r) = N a−3/20
r
a0
e−Z
2px/2py
eff r/2a0 sin θ cosϕ,
(A19)
φ2py (r) = N a−3/20
r
a0
e−Z
2px/2py
eff r/2a0 sin θ sinϕ, (A20)
φ2s(r) = N a−3/20
(
1− Z
2s
effr
a0
)
e−Z
2s
effr/2a0 . (A21)
The resulting self-consistent value for the 2s/2p overlap
Ssp is 0.163, which differs slightly from Ssp = 0.10 found
in Ref. [34]. However, the uppermost σ band is unaffected
by this change, and the effect on the lower two σ bands
is at most 1 eV, so we do not expect this difference to
appreciably affect the rate. The band structure for our
choice of parameters is plotted in the right panel of Fig. 5.
The momentum space orbitals are well-approximated
11
S value H value (eV)
Sss 0.21 Hss -6.77
Ssp 0.16 Hsp -5.58
Sσ 0.15 Hσ -5.04
Spi 0.13 Hpi -3.03
TABLE I: Inputs for the transfer and overlap matrices [34].
by
φ˜2px(k) ≈ N˜ a3/20
a0 kx(
a20 |k|2 +
(
Z
2px/2py
eff /2
)2)3 , (A22)
φ˜2py (k) ≈ N˜ a3/20
a0 ky(
a20 |k|2 +
(
Z
2px/2py
eff /2
)2)3 , (A23)
φ˜2s(k) = N˜ a3/20
a20|k|2 −
(
Z2seff/2
)2(
a20 |k|2 + (Z2seff/2)2
)3 . (A24)
The 2s result is exact as the Fourier transform can be per-
formed analytically. In all cases, the dependence on |k|2
in the denominator dominates over the smaller powers of
k in the numerator, and thus the argument for forward
scattering described in the main text holds equally well
for all four bands.
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